
Dear Kevin,

Thank you very much for your comments and questions.

As a general comment the lifetime group have decided to take a look to the Dimuon8
trigger in the parked data sample, which was your main suggestion.
here are the preliminar results:

Mexico team
https://indico.cern.ch/event/547597/contributions/2220687/attachments/1303873/194771
2/Parkedatastudies_05072016.pdf

Helsinki-Pisa team
https://indico.cern.ch/event/546598/contributions/2217185/attachments/1299741/193974
9/BsLifetime_BPAG_28082016.pdf

Other answers are between lines

Hello,

After reviewing the study of using the J/psi vertex versus the B vertex [1], I am
satisfied that using the B vertex is fine.  I also approve of using the B+ ->
J/psi
K+ mode as a reference mode to validate that CMS can measure lifetimes.  I think
that if we use 2011 data for the B0, Lambda_b, and Cascade_b and we are relying on
the B+ mode to prove this is valid, then we need to check the B+ mode with 2011
data
as well.  Everything we have seen so far for B+ is with 2012 data only.

R/   Unfortunately, 2011 B+ MC is not available, and based on
the parked data studies, an accurate estimation of the efficiency is needed
to correct the lifetime measurement. The same studies give us confidence
that our measurement approach is satisfactory. On the other hand, it would
be also important to keep the 2011 data at least for low statistics
channels relying on the corrections obtained from the available
simulations, but again there is not 2011 MC available for other chanels.

I have some additional questions/comments on these lifetime channels (B0, B+,
Lambda_b, Cascade_b).

One general comment on the current analysis is the following.  It would be a much
simpler, robust, and tidier analysis if it used only data without requiring a

https://indico.cern.ch/event/547597/contributions/2220687/attachments/1303873/1947712/Parkedatastudies_05072016.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/547597/contributions/2220687/attachments/1303873/1947712/Parkedatastudies_05072016.pdf
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displaced vertex trigger.  I strongly recommend the authors to reconsider their
decision to use the data requiring the displaced vertex.  The main issue is that
the
trigger includes several cuts (chi^2, cos(alpha), l/sigma) that are known to bias
the lifetime.  Therefore, the analyzers need to prove that by only analyzing data
with PDL>0.2cm, the effects of these cuts do not affect the lifetime.  It is hard
to
prove a negative.  I will get into all of this below but it is clearly easier if
those cuts were not applied (or at least not applied at the trigger level).  If
you
do choose to go with the data that didn't require a displaced vertex, I would
suggest that you make a PDL>X*sigma_ct cut and then use PDL - X*sigma_ct as your
lifetime variable.  This is much better than doing PDL>Xcm because it does a
better  job  of  removing  background  and  does  not  lead  to  any  additional
complication.

R/ We have opted to use the parked data. It is still not completely clear to us
your suggestion about applying a PDL>X*sigma cut and using PDL-X*sigma as fit
variable, but it seems (to us) rather unconventional and would complicate (and
require several changes
to) the analysis.

Questions that may not be relevant if the unbiased data sample is used (but need
to
be addressed if the displaced sample is used):
1. It seems that applying a cut of PDL>0.03cm rather than PDL>0.02cm reduces the
lifetime of the B+ by a significant amount in both MC and data.  Specifically, in
MC
the value goes from 500.76 +- 0.53 to 500.10 +- 0.58 and in data from 490.5 +- 0.8
to 489.3 +- 0.9 (all in microns).  This may indicate an inefficiency in the region
of 0.02<PDL<0.03cm.  These may be statistical fluctuations but since in each case
the two samples should share nearly all events, it is surprising to see such a
large
change.  The change is also in the same direction.  The MC result is also worrying
because the PDL>0.03cm value (which should be less susceptible to problems) is not
consistent (at 1 sigma) with the input value of 500.8microns. I note that the
requirements of sigma_ct<0.01cm and PDL>0.02cm along with a cut of L/sigma>3 means
that events with sigma_ct=0.01cm cannot have PDL<0.03cm and therefore the region
0.02<PDL<0.03cm will be depopulated (resulting in larger lifetime).  Now, it is
true
that the L/sigma cut is on the dimuon vertex rather than the B vertex (which the
sigma_ct and PDL cuts are made on).  But this might make things worse since
sigma_dimuon will be larger than sigma_ct meaning the L/sigma cut may well cut out
more than just the 0.02<PDL<0.03cm region.

R/ We are using parked data now, so maybe it is not necessary to
discuss this anymore.

2. In the AN, you write that you apply a dimuon vertex fit chi^2 cut of <7 for one
degree of freedom, corresponding to a probability greater than 0.81%.  However,
looking at the trigger for 2012, I see a MinVtxProbability cut of >10%.  In 2011,
I



think this varied from 0.5% to 15%.  Can you check this and make sure that what
you
are doing is correct?  My trigger information is from [2].

R/  This is true. Since we now use parked data and Dimuon8, the correct
cut would be P > 0.005.

Given that we are now using the B+ decay as a reference, I think it would be
useful
to perform the following test.  Divide the data B+ lifetime distribution by an
exponential with the PDG B+ lifetime.  Use this as an efficiency to correct the
other decay channels.  Ideally one would use the efficiency directly rather than
fitting to a functional form (since we don't know what the functional form would
be).  This would be a data-driven efficiency correction.  I don't know that one
would use this for the final result but it could be a measure of the uncertainty
due
to efficiency.  It would be necessary to use the same data for both the B+ and the
other decay modes (rather than just 2012 for the B+ and 2011+2012 for the other
decay modes).  This has the advantage of not trusting the MC to get the efficiency
correct and given the current issues, it doesn't seem like we can trust the MC.

R/ Ok, let us try to make this test. 
Nevertheless, as you said "I don't know that one
would use this for the final result", one of the reason is because we not expect
the B+ efficiency correcting all channels, or data or MC

Over what range of ct do you fit for the lifetime?  Based on Figures 3-8 of the
AN,
you fit from 0-0.5cm for all modes except B+, which is 0-2cm.  Is that correct? Is
there a reason you extend the B+ lifetime fit?  As there doesn't seem to be a
signal
past 0.5cm, I don't see why we need to pin down the precise lifetime of the long
lived background.  I think that the ranges for the efficiencies in Figure 17
should
match the ranges that you fit.  Also, for Figure 17 it would be good to merge bins
at high ct in the top left and bottom left plots as is done in the right plots so
reduce the statistical uncertainty.

R/ We have updated all plots and fits, from 0-0.5cm (plots will be
replaced soon in the AN/PAS). Please see the B+ lifetime fit at the end of
this document.

Regarding my original Question 4 about the B+ -> J/psi K+ background in the B_s ->
J/psi pi+pi- sample.  Can you explain the likelihood fit of Figure 28?  Is there a
separate lifetime for the signal (red curve on top) and the background (green
curve
on top)?  If not, why not?

R/ Yes, there is a separate lifetime for the signal (red curve on top) and the
background (green curve on top) but we did not include the projections, we will do
it for next update of the internal note.



In my answer to my original Question 8, you found no difference in the uncertainty
when doing a 2D fit to mass and lifetime or a 3D fit to mass, lifetime, and
resolution.  So have you thought about whether to include sigma_ct in your fit or
not?  It seems to me that adding the 3rd dimension just introduces the potential
for
systematic  uncertainty  without  reducing  the  statistical  uncertainty.   So  why
include
it?

R/  yes,  we  get  the  same  results,  but  we  use  the  3D  fit  because  it  was  a
requirement from BPH conveners some time ago (before pre approval).

In my original question 9b, you described the choice of cuts.  The motivation for
the cuts seems to be historical.  I don't find that to be very satisfying.  The
best
set  of  cuts  for  one  analysis  are  not  necessarily  the  best  set  for  another
analysis. 
In fact, just looking at Table II from the document you sent, it is clear that big
improvements can be made.  You can reduce the uncertainty on the B0->J/psi K*
channel from 1.7 to 1.3 simply by reducing the leading track pT cut from 2.5 GeV
to
1.5 GeV.  I cannot see any good reason to have such a high pT cut.

R/ We are aware that the selection has not been optimized to obtain the smallest
statistical uncertainty on the lifetime measurement (which is hard to do for so
many variables), but rather based on previous lifetime or BR measurements in CMS
in which the signal significance was optimizedy.

In my original question 9c about why you didn't use highPurity tracks, you refer
to
Appendix  M  and  N  saying  that  there  could  be  a  bias  in  lifetime  from  using
highPurity
tracks.  The only thing I see is that in Appendix N you conclude there is no
difference between the two.  In my opinion, using highPurity tracks is a better
course of action than increasing the pT of the track if you are trying to suppress
background.  Note that pT cuts will also bias the lifetime (although the effect
may
be small).

R/ We now require (in the updated analysis using parked data) highPurity tracks.

You did not answer the first part of my original question 9d.  It is repeated
here:
You should indicate in the AN (and maybe the PAS) what muons you used. I guess you
used . Did you also consider adding tracker muons?



R/ In this analysis we require that muons pass both, the global and tracker muon
flags. We will include this information in the note (and explain in the PAS).

Regarding  my  original  question  9e.   Figure  42  (left)  shows  the  measured  B+
lifetime
as a function of cut on the vertex chi^2.  When I look at this, I see something
stable for cuts looser than 10.  It would be useful to do this study with the full
MC sample as the error bars would go down by nearly a factor of 10.  Anyway a cut
at
chi^2 < 10 for a 3-track vertex (dof=2*tracks-3) corresponds to a cut on the chi^2
probability of >1.9%.  A cut at chi^2<26 for dof=3 corresponds to probability >
0.001%.  Since you also have 4-track vertices, it makes more sense to cut on the
probability than on the chi^2.  I would suggest a cut around 1% or maybe as loose
as
0.1% (depending on the results of the full statistics test).

R/ OK, we will repeat this test and cut on the probability around a
value loose enough to avoid biases.

All for now,

Kevin

[1]
https://hypernews.cern.ch/HyperNews/CMS/get/AUX/2016/03/19/01:48:12-36632-
Lifetime.pdf

[2[ https://espace.cern.ch/cms-quarkonia/trigger-bph/Menus%202011/Home.aspx

B+ lifetime fit
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